
Ethernity CLOUD 

DevOPS 

We are looking for a DevOPS to join our engineering team. If you've got 
minimum 3 years of experience and blockchain knowledge, read further. 

Who we are 

Ethernity CLOUD is the new kid on the block of the confidential cloud 
computing. We aim at offering high levels of confidentiality, 24/7 
availability, and blockchain-based integrity while lowering service costs 
and vulnerability. After three successful Token Sale Rounds, we have a 
running Testnet that is currently expanding and have ambitious plans for 
2022 that culminate with a Mainnet launch. So come and join the 
confidential computing revolution! 

What you'll be doing 

- Building and setting up new development tools and infrastructure
- Liaise with stakeholders and conveying their needs to developers
- Automate and improve development and release processes
- Test & analyze examine code written by others
- Ensure systems' are safety and security against cybersecurity threats
- Identify software problems, develop & deploy updates and fixes
- Work with software developers and engineers to ensure development
follows established processes and works as intended
- Plan out projects and be involved in project management decisions
- Investigate and resolve technical issues
- Develop scripts to automate processes
- Design procedures for system troubleshooting and maintenance

Must have 

- Experience as a DevOps Engineer or similar software engineering role
- Proficient with git and git workflows
- Experience with Docker and Kubernetes
- Excellent knowledge of Mac/Linux/Win
- Excellent knowledge of shell script and power shell
- Python knowledge
- Excellent written & verbal English communication skills
- People skills
- Collaborative team spirit



Ethernity CLOUD 

Nice to have 

- Degree in Computer Science, Engineering or relevant field
- Working knowledge of databases and SQL
- Problem-solving attitude

What we offer 

When it comes to administrative things, we consider ourselves a fair 
company. So payment, working schedule, holidays follow this philosophy. 

Have we sparked your curiosity? Get in touch! 
Send your CV at careers@ethernity.cloud and we'll get back to you. 

Note: We are a small team. Due to the high volume of applications, we'll 
only be replying to those of you whose CVs we deem suited for the 
position. Thank you for understanding! 
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